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Week One: Social Cognition and Social Influence 
 

1.1.1.1. Understand the context, purpose and research focusses of social psychology, Understand the context, purpose and research focusses of social psychology, Understand the context, purpose and research focusses of social psychology, Understand the context, purpose and research focusses of social psychology, 

role of social psychologists, and research methods role of social psychologists, and research methods role of social psychologists, and research methods role of social psychologists, and research methods utilised in social psychology.utilised in social psychology.utilised in social psychology.utilised in social psychology.    

    

� Social psychology is the “scientific investigation of how the thoughts, 

feelings and behaviours of individuals are influenced by the actual, actual, actual, actual, 

imagined or impliedimagined or impliedimagined or impliedimagined or implied presence of others.” (Allport, 1954)    

o Social psychology differs from cognitive psychology, as there must 

always be a presence of otherspresence of otherspresence of otherspresence of others.    

o Social psychologists try to explain social behaviour, by focusing on 

the individual.    

    

� Research focusses include:    

o Conformity;    

o Persuasion;    

o Obedience;    

o Discrimination and stereotyping;    

o Intergroup relations;    

o Attitudes;    

o Impression Management;    

o Identity and the Self;    

o Attraction and Aggression;    

o Culture.    

    

� Research Methods: Experimental v. Non ExperimentalExperimental v. Non ExperimentalExperimental v. Non ExperimentalExperimental v. Non Experimental    

    

TypeTypeTypeType    Research StrategiesResearch StrategiesResearch StrategiesResearch Strategies    EvaluationEvaluationEvaluationEvaluation    

Experimental  

Laboratory 

Experiment 

 

• Involves 

dividing 

people into 

groups, 

invited to 

laboratory to 

manipulate 

and compare 

results. 

Pros 

 

• Well-controlled 

for 

environmental 

factors or 

stimuli people 

receive 

 

Cons 

 

• Bad external 

validity, doesn’t 



TypeTypeTypeType    Research StrategiesResearch StrategiesResearch StrategiesResearch Strategies    EvaluationEvaluationEvaluationEvaluation    

translate to real 

world. 

• Influences the 

behaviour of 

participants: not 

natural. 

 

 

Field Experiment 

 

• Observe 

people in their 

natural 

environment. 

Pros 

 

• Better external 

validity; people 

act as they 

normally would. 

 

Cons 

 

• Less control of 

factors. 

 

Non-Experiment 

 

• Sometimes we 

cannot create 

an experiment: 

use non-

experimental 

methods like 

correlational 

analyses. 

 

 

Archival Research 

 

• Study of data 

collected by 

others (eg. 

Government 

agency) and 

draw 

conclusions. 

 

 

Pros 

 

• Offer alternative 

where 

experiments 

may not suffice. 

 

Cons 

 

• General con is 

that there is less 

control, thus 

can’t always 

draw 

conclusions. 

 

Case Studies 

 

• Focus on the 

individual; 

sometimes 

circumstances 

are so 

extraordinary 

cannot be 

replicated. 

 



TypeTypeTypeType    Research StrategiesResearch StrategiesResearch StrategiesResearch Strategies    EvaluationEvaluationEvaluationEvaluation    

 

Qualitative Research 

and Discourse 

Analysis 

 

• Investigate 

language 

people use: 

people can 

look at 

language of 

the past to 

see if people 

used more 

racist 

language, 

compared to 

nowadays 

(discourse) 

 

 

Survey Research 

 

• Responses to 

questionnaire. 

• Advantageous Advantageous Advantageous Advantageous 

as can test 

people easily 

 

 

Field Studies 

 

• Different to 

field 

experiment, 

no 

manipulation. 

• Just pure 

observation. 

 

    

    



    

Social Cognition Theories & Methods 
 

 

� What is social cognition?What is social cognition?What is social cognition?What is social cognition? 

o Social cognition focuses on how cognition is affected by wider and 

more immediate social contexts and how cognition affects our social 

behaviour. 

o Feelings, emotions, what goes on in our brain - cognitive factors 

o What makes it social is the fact that it is affected by social factors 

  

Historical MethodsHistorical MethodsHistorical MethodsHistorical Methods 

  

� Wilhelm Wundt – introspection 

o Asking people what do you think, what do you feel 

o People are generally bad in how they report how they feel; present 

themselves better than they really are 

o Introspection has been discredited 

o Used self-observation to gain understanding of cognition (people's 

subjective experience.) 

  

� Behaviourism – overt behaviour (Skinner; Thorndike; Watson) 

o Counter movement to Wundt 

o Can't understand what happens in mind, but can objectively measure the 

behaviour that people show 

o Behaviourism focuses on overt behaviour as a response to observable, Behaviourism focuses on overt behaviour as a response to observable, Behaviourism focuses on overt behaviour as a response to observable, Behaviourism focuses on overt behaviour as a response to observable, 

stimuli in the environment, based onstimuli in the environment, based onstimuli in the environment, based onstimuli in the environment, based on    past punishments and rewards for past punishments and rewards for past punishments and rewards for past punishments and rewards for 

the behaviour.the behaviour.the behaviour.the behaviour. 

o Criticised: look at behaviour, but don't study what is going on the brain 

o Gestalt: Gestalt: Gestalt: Gestalt: new movement, look at the bigger picture 

  

� Cognitive psychology – human mind is a computer (Broadbent) 

 

� Gestalt psychology – social perceptions (Lewin) 

o Father of experimental social psychology 

o Social behaviour is understood as a function of people's perceptions of 

the world and of their manipulation of such perceptions 

  

� Attitude change:  

a) Cognitive consistency 



o People like to have a consistent view of the world around them; consistent view of the world around them; consistent view of the world around them; consistent view of the world around them; 

conflicting information with your formed schema, you tend to 

reject it 

o Apply strategies to fit consistency; ignore inconsistent information 

  

b) Naive scientist model 

o Get objective information to create reliable view 

o Problem: people are not generally good at acquiring objective 

information, people often use mistakes 

o Uses attribution 

  

c) Cognitive misers 

o Use shortcuts; don't acquire all the data, just select small pieces 

o Strong conclusions from small data that are not necessarily 

reported from whole data: one person says vaccines cause autism, 

ignore all the reports that it doesn't 

  

d) Motivated tactician  

o Model of social cognition that characterise people as having 

multiple cognitive strategies available, from which they choose on 

the basis of personal goals, motives and needs. 

 

e) Social neuroscience 

o Use fMRI, brain imaging etc. to get a better understanding of how 

the brain creates our social behaviour 

2.2.2.2. Appreciate the processes involved in Appreciate the processes involved in Appreciate the processes involved in Appreciate the processes involved in forming impressions of other people, the forming impressions of other people, the forming impressions of other people, the forming impressions of other people, the 

type of information influencing these processes, and biases that may be type of information influencing these processes, and biases that may be type of information influencing these processes, and biases that may be type of information influencing these processes, and biases that may be 

involved.involved.involved.involved.    

    

Forming Impressions 
    

� People very quickly attribute personality traits to other people, even if they 

don’t know them.    

� This tendency to categorise people helps us understand them.    

 

� Which impressions are important?Which impressions are important?Which impressions are important?Which impressions are important?    

    

ModelModelModelModel    WhoWhoWhoWho    PropertiesPropertiesPropertiesProperties    

Configuration Model 
 

Asch 
 

 

• Gestalt model of 

impression formation. 

• Central traitsCentral traitsCentral traitsCentral traits play 

disproportionate role 

in configuring the 



ModelModelModelModel    WhoWhoWhoWho    PropertiesPropertiesPropertiesProperties    

 

final impression: they 

define how we view 

people. 

o Eg. 

Warm/cold. 

• Other pieces of less 

important information 

are called peripheral peripheral peripheral peripheral 

traitstraitstraitstraits. 

• Participants go 

beyond information 

to make inferences 

about another’s 

attributes. 

• Initial impressions of 

a person’s personality 

traits influence all 

subsequent 

interactions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stereotype Content 

Model 

 

 

 

 

Fiske 

• Involves division 

between social and 

intellectual content. 

• People are seen as 

good socially but bad 

intellectually might be 

people who are 

perhaps disable: 

people can have 

sympathy for them 

• People can be seen on 

both scales: drug 

addicts, bad on both 

scales: feel disgusted 

by them � 

• People who are high People who are high People who are high People who are high 

on both scales are on both scales are on both scales are on both scales are 

very popular.very popular.very popular.very popular. 

 

 

 

Configuration 

Model

Central Traits

Play 

disproportion

ate role in 

final 

impression.
Peripheral 

Traits

Less 

important 

infomration.



ModelModelModelModel    WhoWhoWhoWho    PropertiesPropertiesPropertiesProperties    

Cognitive Algebraic 

Model 

 

 

Asch 

• We form impressions 

of others and 

situations based on 

evaluationsevaluationsevaluationsevaluations 

(positive/negative) 

rather than 

descriptiondescriptiondescriptiondescription 

• Each individual trait is 

evaluated in isolation, 

then there is a 

summary evaluation. 

o Traits are 

assigned 

numbers: 

positive, 

negative, 

neutral. 

• Impressions are 

based on integrated 

pieces of information. 

 

ProcessesProcessesProcessesProcesses    

• Summation (More is Summation (More is Summation (More is Summation (More is 

more)more)more)more)    

o The more 

positive the 

better (nice 

his value of 3, 

polite as a 

value of 2 

and a person 

is blunt has  

value of -2, 

overall you 

get+3) 

o If new 

information 

rises, add 

more values. 

• Averaging (sometimes Averaging (sometimes Averaging (sometimes Averaging (sometimes 

less is more)less is more)less is more)less is more)    

o Two positives 

(+6), one 

negative (-2) 

but averaging 

will be 1.33. 

o But add new 

positive trait, 

Positive 

View

Negative 

View



ModelModelModelModel    WhoWhoWhoWho    PropertiesPropertiesPropertiesProperties    

below actual 

average = get 

less positive 

information? 

o Sometimes is 

better not to 

provide 

additional 

information, 

but have 1 or 

2 very 

positive 

concepts. 

• Weighted averaging: Weighted averaging: Weighted averaging: Weighted averaging: 

important of context:important of context:important of context:important of context:    

o Difference 

between 

friend and 

politician! 

o Intelligence 

less 

important for 

friends, 

politicians ok 

to be boring 

so long as 

seem 

intelligent. 

 
Biases Involved in Impression Formation 

 

� Generally: Primacy > RecencyPrimacy > RecencyPrimacy > RecencyPrimacy > Recency 

o Traits presented first typically have the biggest effect. 

o When you say something nice first and less good things later, what 

you say first generally has the biggest effect; even if the following 

words are exactly the same if reversed 

 

� Lack of InformationLack of InformationLack of InformationLack of Information    

o Generally positive impression but any negative information � 

negative 

o  Because negative information is quite rare; typically people are 

friendly towards others, develop positive view 



o Any time of negative info - very quickly change view, as it is rare once 

it is mentioned your view can change very quickly 

 

� Harder to go from negative impression to positivenegative impression to positivenegative impression to positivenegative impression to positive than vice versa. 

 

� Personal constructs and implicit personality theoriesimplicit personality theoriesimplicit personality theoriesimplicit personality theories (culture specific) � 

resistant to change 

o Like to have certain ideas and constructs about people; very much 

person dependant 

o Can depend on culture; different personality traits might be important 

as compared to Caucasian culture 

 

� Physical appearance: attractiveattractiveattractiveattractive � biased to think they have a good 

personality / more money and able (men) 

 

� Stereotypes: information inconsistentinconsistentinconsistentinconsistent with stereotype is ignored 

o Find information consistent with the stereotype 

   

� SocialSocialSocialSocial judgejudgejudgejudgeabilityabilityabilityability: Politically incorrect or not 

o Some statements might be seen as politically incorrect or not 

depending on the circumstances 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



    

3.3.3.3. Describe phenomena such as social schemas/scripts and schema formation, the Describe phenomena such as social schemas/scripts and schema formation, the Describe phenomena such as social schemas/scripts and schema formation, the Describe phenomena such as social schemas/scripts and schema formation, the 

concept of categories and prototypes, and appreciate the process/purpose of concept of categories and prototypes, and appreciate the process/purpose of concept of categories and prototypes, and appreciate the process/purpose of concept of categories and prototypes, and appreciate the process/purpose of 

categorisation and stereotyping.categorisation and stereotyping.categorisation and stereotyping.categorisation and stereotyping.    

    

Schemas and Scripts 
 

� What is a schema?What is a schema?What is a schema?What is a schema?    

o A schemaschemaschemaschema is a cognitive structure that represents knowledgerepresents knowledgerepresents knowledgerepresents knowledge about a 

concept or type of stimulus, which allows us to quickly make sense of 

a person or situation. 

 

� What is a script?What is a script?What is a script?What is a script?    

o A scriptscriptscriptscript is a schema about an eventschema about an eventschema about an eventschema about an event (e.g., restaurant - scheme how to 

behave, know you have to ask for a table, sit down and order; help us help us help us help us 

to go about in our social environmentto go about in our social environmentto go about in our social environmentto go about in our social environment) 

    

� What is a stereotype?What is a stereotype?What is a stereotype?What is a stereotype?    

o A widely shared schemaschemaschemaschema about a social group.social group.social group.social group.    

 

� Schemas allow for toptoptoptop----down processing.down processing.down processing.down processing. 

o Once you characterise, helps you to understand the person. 

o Big idea (ie. From Australia) � small idea (likes vegemite) 

 

� Types of SchemasTypes of SchemasTypes of SchemasTypes of Schemas    

o Person schemas (about people) 

o Role schemas (schemas about how a specific role operates, pilot) 

o Scripts (schemas about events) 

o Content-free schemas (limited number of rules of professing 

information) 

� Data driven cognition. 

o Self-schemas (schemas about yourself) 

� Can have both positive and negative views. 

 

 

Forming Schemas and Scripts 
 

� Which schemas do we use?Which schemas do we use?Which schemas do we use?Which schemas do we use?    

o Basic-level categories that are neither too inclusive (e.g., all women) nor 

too exclusive (e.g., lawyer) 

� Need something in between! 


